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PREFACE 

 

3D-Printing is a familiar technology in our society. The surface quality of the products 

that are made from 3D printers improves as the price of the printer gets higher. In the case of 

low cost machines, the defects are quite often seen on the surface of the model. Which in turn 

reduces the surface quality of the models produced using low cost 3D printers. The primary 

motive of this study is to present different measuring technique to quantify the surface defects 

formed on the 3D printed models. 

Possible ways for the study includes collecting defective samples from different 

sources and study about the defects. Several measurement instruments with different 

techniques like mechanical stylus profilometer and USB microscope have been used to 

measure the defects found on the surface of the samples. The lack of research materials 

available on 3D print surface defects have opened up new opportunity to study on this field.  

In this thesis a detailed study about the 3D printer technology and different types of 

3D printer filaments have been performed. A standard geometry called 3D benchy was 

printed on different 3D printers under different conditions. The defects were studied from the 

defective samples collected from different sources. There were two experiments done in the 

study to formulate result. Then the result formulated the guidelines for quantifying the surface 

defects found on the defective models.  The master's thesis is in cooperation with Creative 

Tools along with Halmstad University under the guidance of Mr. Pär-Johan Lööf. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

The ease of manufacturing using additive manufacturing (3D-Printing) reduces the 

overall production cost compared with the traditional manufacturing techniques. Because of 

the benefits of 3D printing technologies, it is proposed to be used in manufacturing of 

different products. But there are some flaws that are causing significant effect on 3D printed 

models which degrades the quality of the product. Hence in order to handle these defects, 

different measurement techniques are needed to quantify the defects that are seen on the 

surface of 3D-printed models. 

In our study there are two experimental setups. Experimental setup one was made to 

find out the proper coating timing to enable measurement using two good samples without 

defects in different colors blue and red with same material. Different 2D and 3D parameters 

were used for the surface measurements are collected and noted for further research. The 

Defective samples are measured using the state of the art equipment at Halmstad University. 

Experimental setup two was made to prepare the defective samples and measure the samples. 

The results obtained assisted to quantify the surface defects seen in the samples. 

This thesis studies some of the different methods that can be implemented to measure 

the surface defects on the 3D printed models. A little study on the various defects formed on 

the 3D printed models and what are the causes for the defects on the products were 

performed. The results suggest different method for the defects to be measured in both 

industrial and home or small scale office applications.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

 

In this chapter a brief introduction about the study has been performed along with the 

aim of the study is mentioned. The reason for bring up this study and the limitation also 

mentioned here. 

1.1 BACKGROUND 
 

 

After the introduction of the 3D printing technology to the world it has developed. 

Nowadays we can think about having a 3D printer in our houses, which are low cost and easy 

to use for producing your own products. Because of the developments in the 3D printing 

domain it is recommended for batchwise production of different products which will aid the 

manufacturers to produce high quality product with low manufacturing costs. The quality of 

the products produced in a 3D printer can vary as the price of the 3D printer. The quality 

doesn’t always vary as the price varies, sometimes the other parameters like surroundings also 

affect the quality of the product. Currently there are no particular measuring method that help 

to quantify the defects formed in the 3D printed models, which can help the designer to 

classify the defects. Finding and classifying these defects can give an effective way for 

designing a product effectively. This motivated the authors to formulate a measurement 

technique which can quantify the defects seen on the surface of the defective models.  

1.1.1  HISTORY 
 

It is said that 3D printing was developed by Charles Hull during 1980s [10]. With a 

bachelor of science in the field of Physics from the University of Colorado, Hull started 

working on fabricating plastic devices from photopolymers at Ultra Violet Products in 

California. In early 1980s it took 1-2 months to develop a design, due to high probability of 

imperfections in the design, therefore, it required several iterations to perfect the design. [8].  

 

In the year 1986 he established 3D Systems and developed the file format .STL 

(STereoLithography), which enables the electronic handshake between Computer Aided 

Design software and transmit file to 3D printed objects. The first 3D printer that was available 

for general public was SLA-250 and the first 3D printer was named as “Stereo lithography 

Apparatus”. In additional development to Hull’s work and subsequent patenting of Fused 

Deposition Modeling by Scott Crump at Stratasys in 1990, which developed to revolutionize 

manufacturing and research. The first apparatus named “3D printer” was patented by MIT 

professors Michael Cima and Emanuel Sachs in 1993, which was able to print plastic, metal 

and ceramic parts[15][8]. 

 

1.1.2 MODERN APPLICATIONS 
 

 

As the use of the modern technology increases, the application of the 3D printing 

technology improve and it keeps improving. Nowadays we can see the use of 3D printers in 

every sectors of industry. The 3D printers are even used to aid in the construction sites to 
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build up the buildings to ease of construction. The use of 3D printers will come to the local 

house that was the main reason to improve the technology more and more. Those to increase a 

steady rise in the use of 3D printers we have to increase the quality of the 3D models 

produced by the 3D printers and find different ways to measure the quality of the 3D models 

produced by the printers. In the market there are few printers that are economically feasible 

for people to use in their house.  

 

                     

 

FIGURE 1.1 XYZ DAVINCI Jr Low Cost 3D Printer [6]  FIGURE 1.2 FLASHFORGE FINDER Low Cost 3D Printer [6] 

 

The figures 1.1 and 1.2 are typical desktop printers which are world’s most affordable 

3D printers. Figure 1.1 is XYZ DaVinci Jr which costs around $349, it printing size of 150 x 

150 x 150 mm [6]. Figure 1.2 is FlashForge Finder which costs $499, build volume of 140 x 

140 x 140 mm [6]. 

 

1.1.3 CREATIVE TOOLS 
 

Creative tool is an accredited reseller of leading brands of all software and hardware 

related to 3D printers. They are certified by Autodesk Gold Partner, MAXON (International) 

Distributor, V-Ray Training Center (VTC), Artec Authorized Reseller. They have been 

providing technical support with accurate service and support with proven procedures. They 

also provide training in both English and Swedish languages [11]. Some of their popular 

brands they sell are AUTODESK, SONY and FORMLABS. 

1.1.4 TOPONOVA AB 
 

Toponova is an expert consultant service provider in surface metrology and assurance 

of product quality. They have worked together with leading companies helping them to 

visualize, develop, and assure product quality. [30]  
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1.1.5 3DBENCHY 
 

3DBenchy is a 3D model of small boat. It is specifically designed to testing and 

benchmarking the 3D printers. It is designed in a way that it will touch on different issues 

related to additive manufacturing and to offer a large array of geometrical challenges in 3D 

printing. The dimensions of the 3D model is available in website [3] for public use, everyone 

can download and use it. At 1:1 scale it can be printed without any support materials. Its 

volume typically prints well under two hours and doesn’t take much material. Due its design 

and its typical surfaces this model will be able to reveal different issues like surface finish, 

model accuracy, warping etc. [3] 

 

FIGURE 1.3 3DBENCHY MODEL [3] 

1.1.6 AIM OF THE PROJECT 

The 3d printers, as all machines are not perfect machines. Sometimes there are defects 

seen in the models which are produced by the 3D printers. This thesis deals with the following 

aspects. 

 To summarize the surface defects those are seen in the 3D models produced by the 3d 

printers through literature study. 

 To formulate a method to quantify the defects seen on the surface of the 3D printed 

models for both industrial and home applications experimentally. 

1.1.7 PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION 

The additive manufacturing has gained various improvements toward manufacturing 

of products. It is more and more turning into a sustainable way to produce a prototype of 

products and for real production. But the problem starts when the quality of the product is not 

fulfilling the real specification, due to the different defects and difference in model accuracy 

formed through this manufacturing technique. If we are able to predict the tolerance for this 

design we will be able to produce a perfect 3D model. Thus we came to the conclusion to find 

a measurement technique or an instrument to measure the defects that are formed in the 

product which are economically feasible and easy to use for the common customers. If we can 

produce such a technique or an instrument then it will increase the use of 3D printers in the 

market. We will be able to implement the 3D printer in every household.  
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1.2 LIMITATIONS 
 

There are different defects that are formed during the additive manufacturing 

processes; which is not limited to a particular set of processes. In this study the main focus 

was on the Fusion Deposit Manufacturing technique. There are lots of different of types of 

defects formed in the 3D model, in this thesis the focus was on the surface defects formed 

during the printing of 3D models. The defects formed on the surface of the 3D printed models 

were focused in this study.  The defects that are seen on the surface will be analyzed and 

measured using the measurement instruments available in our lab.  

1.3 INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILITIES 
 

This project was conducted by two master’s students under the supervision of an academic 

supervisor appointed by the Department of Mechanical Engineering of Halmstad University. 

The responsibilities were divided among us several times and we did tasks combined as well. 

The responsibilities were as follows 

i. Sumanth Galla prepared the samples for the experimental measurement and helped 

Krishna Kumar in taking USB pictures of the samples, for experimental setup 1.  

ii. Sumanth Galla and Krishna Kumar done the research of defects and accountable 

for writing those part of the report. 

iii. Krishna Kumar had major role in researching information needed to complete the 

thesis report.  

iv. Krishna Kumar had major role in collecting reading for the experimental setup 1 & 

2 and prepared the defective samples for measurement for experimental setup 2. 

v. Krishna Kumar plotted the results and concluded the thesis with the supervision of 

supervisor. 

1.4 STUDY ENVIRONMENT 
 

The study was done in the premises of Halmstad University. The experimental setup 

was done in two mechanical labs, namely paint lab and measurement lab. The coating of the 

defective models and the sample models for the experimental setup one and two were 

performed on the paint lab. The various reading for the experimental setups was performed on 

the measurement lab. The experimental setup and measurement were done in between two 

authors by the guidance of the supervisor. The models used for the research were printed on 

FAB lab of Halmstad University and from the company Creative tools. 
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2 METHODOLOGY 
 

The methodology involved different principles, process, and steps to perform this 

thesis in a technically. 

2.1 ALTERNATIVE METHODS 
 

The different methods that can be used to perform a study is explained under this topic. 

Further the alternative methodology and alternative measurement techniques will be 

explained. 

2.1.1 ALTERNATIVE METHODOLOGY   
 

There are lots of ways to do a statistical analysis from the data we have collected, a pie 

diagram or line chart or graphs can be used. To compare and contrast the results that are 

understandable to the readers is our main aim to succeed. So a simple graph for the analysis of 

our data. There are two different experiments and a research in this study, one for reference 

and other the measurement of defect. There are other options like doing without the reference 

experiment, and doing it with the measurement of defects.  

2.1.2 ALTERNATIVE MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES 
 

To measure the surface of the 3D model there are different alternatives Mechanical 

Stylus Profilometer, USB microscope, Electron Microscope, Coordinate measurement 

machine, etc. Each of these instruments has their own advantages and disadvantages, like in 

electron microscope they have high resolution and zoom but area of measuring is less so it 

will consume lot of time. In this thesis the use of Mikrocad which comes under coordinate 

measurement machine will be good because of good resolution and the area of work is more 

than other instruments that were available in the lab.  

2.2 METHODOLOGY 
 

In this thesis there are two experiments and couple of research in various area to 

complete our thesis work. In the figure 2.1 represent the flow of information or steps that 

done using the information in hand. Each step is being explained thoroughly for better 

understanding. 

2.2.1 LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

Initially a background study has been conducted on 3d printing, which involved deep research 

 How an object is printed. 

 Materials used. 

 Time of printing. 

 Different challenges faced in the field of 3D printing. 

 Types of printers. 

 Different fields where 3D printing is implemented. 
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 Surface parameters. 

 Surface Measurement Instrument. 

All the topics are explained in the chapter 3 of the report.  

2.2.2 EMPIRICAL DATA 
 

i. 3D MODELS COLLECTED 

Samples were collected from different sources, of which the major samples that were used 

in this thesis is the 3D-Benchy Model which were provided by Creative Tools AB. In this 

model the 3D Boat which is fabricated using variety of materials, methods and different 

printers were used for evaluation of Quality, parameters, defects etc. The boats were printed 

in material like PLA, ABS, and also different colors available in that particular material. 

ii. MODELS OBSERVED 

Numerous models in variety of fields have been intricately observed and studied. The 3D 

printed objects of different models and sizes were collected and analyzed for different 

parameters. To get a clear picture of the manufacturing process, a visit to the manufacturing 

facility (CREATIVE TOOLS) & our own state of art FAB-LAB in Halmstad University 

fetched vast knowledge and also implementation of extrinsic ideas in the field of 3D printing.  

iii. DEFECTS STUDIED 

The boats were clearly inspected if they had any defects post printing. After inspection 

few of them had zero defects and in others there were quite noticeable defects of which few 

were visible to naked eye and some of them with a USB microscope to study the defects. The 

defects which were identified, they were evaluated for their cause. Reasons for the occurrence 

of each defect were identified and also the preventive measures were also found so that a 

smooth printing will be done with zero defects.  

2.2.3 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 1 
 

An experimental setup was made in order to find the precise timing for coating boat to 

reduce the optical property like reflection of material during measurement on the surface 

using Mikrocad instrument (which is used in this thesis for measurement). 

iv. SAMPLE MODELS. 

For determining the coating duration required for measurement from the 

Mikrocad measurement instrument, two models without defects were used (blue boat and red 

boat). These were thoroughly prepared with fine spirit for the coating of the Titanium Oxide. 
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Figure 2.1 Methodology Selected. [21] 
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v. TITANIUM OXIDE COATING. 

Since the boats were fabricated using different materials, some of them have a 

mat finished surface and some of them have a glossy surface finish. It is difficult to measure 

the defect when a surface is glossy since the light reflection interrupts the image processing 

and magnification too, which in return gives a blurred image with poor quality and 

inappropriate results. 

Again different methodologies were implemented to avoid that glossy surface 

such as scanning without light in the microscope, implementing auto focus etc. among all the 

struggles an amazing technique was discovered, which was powder coating with the help of 

alcohol mixture i.e., titanium dioxide (TiO2) mixed in alcohol and sprayed on the surface of 

the sample. 

             

                    Figure 2.2 Spray head Attached with Spray bottle [21]  Figure 2.3 Titanium Oxide Container [21]  

TiO2coating should be made by spray painting the boat sample. Here the time of 

coating is the most important aspect. Because if more amount of powder gets deposited on the 

surface then the defect will be covered therefore one cannot measure the defect. 

The preparation process as follows 

a) Mixing the TiO2 powder with alcohol in a spray bottle, ratio of 1ml (TiO2): 15ml 

(Alcohol).  

b) Fixing the bottle to the spray gun. 

c) Trail running the spray in the paint booth, also checking for appropriate pressure and 

other parameters for painting. 

d) Spraying should be done in uniform motion from left to right at a 15cm distance from 

the sample with a free hand wave movement so that we prevent overflow of coating on 

the sample. 

vi. EVALUATION AND READING EXTRACTION. 

Every coated and un-coated sample were measured and readings were noted down, to 

make out the difference so as to compare the end results once the experiment is completed 

successfully  
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Following steps involved in the measurement 

a. Now spraying on 3D benchy boats were done uniformly. 

b. Initially the boat is sprayed for a period of 10 seconds and picture is captured with 

help of USB microscope and in Mikrocad for analysis. 

c. Above procedure repeated till 60 seconds of time by adding 10 seconds periodically in 

which after every 10 seconds of spray the picture is captured and measurement is 

done. 

d. The files then uploaded in the Mountains Map software for analyzing the parameters. 

e. Using the MMP software the defect was viewed in a 3D view, after removal of form in 

3rd order polynomial.  

f. Applied standard filter Gaussian filter of 0.3 mm cutoff edges and wave form was 

removed. 

g. Then selected the 3D parameters were calculated and evaluated in three areas. 

h. 2D profile was extracted from three areas and 2D parameters were calculated and 

evaluated.  

i. Above process was repeated for all the boats and further in the MMP software the 

calculations and results are tabulated and graphs were plotted. 

 

vii. COMPARING THE RESULTS. 

2D values were measured in the mechanical stylus profilometer from the boats without 

coating. From each boat five sample reading were taken from each side of the boat and each 

side average values were calculated for references. These 2D values were compared with the 

2D values of the non-coated boats that were taken using mountains map software. Then a 

graph was plotted and comparison was done and from the graph it was observed that the 

values are similar to each other. The 3D values indicated that each time a coating is made the 

peaks and valleys are getting covered with coating and the longer the period get selected for 

the coating the higher the values will get changed. After comparing with the 2D reference 

values it was observed that the 20 Second coating given to each boat helps to produce a good 

surface to measure without much of a difference between the reference values. A detailed 

explanation is on chapter 4 for further reference. 

2.2.4 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 2 
 

After the finding the appropriate timing for the coating another experimental setup 

was prepared for taking measurement from the reading  

viii. TITANIUM OXIDE COATING. 

In this experimental setup followed the same steps as did for coating the sample models, 

as explained in the vith step of the method. Here for each models we sprayed 20 seconds for 

getting better results. 
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ix. EVALUATION AND READING EXTRACTION. 

For each defected model different method of evaluation were used, due to the fact that 

each defects happens because of different reasons. For Misalignment of layer, followed the 

usual steps till the parameter evaluation instead a 2D profile was taken from the affected area 

and measured the horizontal difference between two valleys or peaks. For Missing layer, 

followed the usual steps till the evaluation of parameters instead a 2D profile of the affected 

area and measured the valley of depth and horizontal distance of the valley. For Shifted Layer, 

the wave form was taken instead of the surface as did in the viith step. And took 2D profile 

and evaluated the shift of the wave for measurement of the defect, an alternative step for use 

is the step option to check when the defects starts in other types of shifted layer defects. These 

were the steps that we followed to make the reading possible and plot a result after careful 

evaluation. A detailed explanation is in Chapter 4 for further reference. 
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3 THEORY 

 

In this section the basic concepts of the 3D printers and their types are explained in 

detail for better understanding. The research also includes different filament materials 

available in the markets and its mechanical properties. In this section a small detailed study of 

the defects that are found on the 3d models are also explained. 

3.1 LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

3D printers use software that will slice the design into thin layers and then trace those 

layers back to the build plate by the printer. Once the single pattern is completed, the build 

plate lower down and add the next layer will be added on the previously made layer. It will 

continue till we get the whole model. When the printers create layers for the model, support 

materials are added where the design has no material in it. Those we don’t waste any 

materials like in traditional manufacturing. Portable 3D printers can print complex design as 

well as small parts that weigh only few grams. These custom made products will be strong as 

well as check according to the filament we use for the printing. The 3D printer uses wheel of 

filaments to produce desirable objects, which are heat treated and allowed to cool down 

naturally or forced [4]. 

 

The figure 3.1 shows us the Schematic representation of a Commercial 3D printer 

(FDM). The build materials and support materials will be filaments differ for different uses. 

Then these filaments will feed into the extrusion head, in that they are heated by liquefiers and 

to extrusion nozzles. These extrusion heads can move different directs as the design of the 

product is required.  Filaments will be driven or feed into the build platform by driver wheels 

[16]. There are several types of 3D printers available in our market now. The most common 

applications of the 3D printers are noted below; it’s not limited to these areas only [29]. 

 

 Prototyping  

 Aerospace 

 Military  

 Biomedical Engineering 

 Medical (Body Parts) 

 Buildings  

 Cars 

 Home use 

 Automotive prototype manufacturing 

 Education purpose 

 Part production 
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FIGURE 3.1 Schematic Representation Of 3d Printers (FDM) [27] 

 

3.1.1 TYPES OF 3D PRINTERS 

 

There are several types of 3D printers available in the market. They are presented in a 

table below (Table 3.1). Some of the most commonly seen and used printers in the world are 

explained further. 

 

TYPES TECHNOLOGIES MATERIALS 

Extrusion Fused deposition modeling 

(FDM) 

Thermoplastic (e.g. PLA, 

ABS), Eutectic metals, Edible 

materials. 

Granular Direct metal laser sintering 

(DMLS) 

Almost any metal alloys 

Electron beam melting (EBM)  Titanium alloys 

Selective heat sintering (SHS) Thermoplastic powders 

Selective Laser sintering 

(SLS) 

Thermoplastic, Metal 

powders, Ceramic powders. 

Powdered bed and inkjet head 

3d printing, Plaster-based 3d 

printing (PP) 

Plaster 

Laminated Laminated object 

manufacturing (LOM)  

Paper, Metal foil, Plastic film 

Light Polymerized Stereolithography (SLA) Photopolymer 

Digital light processing (DLP) Liquid Resin 
Table 3.1 Types Of 3d Printers Available [2] 
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3.1.1.1 FUSED DEPOSITION MODELING (FDM) 

 

FDM was developed by Scott Crump of Stratasys. FDM is one of the most commonly 

used manufacturing technologies for rapid prototyping at present. Thermoplastic filaments 

which has melting point below 300oC are used for making 3D structures.  Most commonly 

used filaments are PLA and ABS. for this process for making 3D object the design is stored in 

.STL format and sent to the printer. In printer the design is printed layer by layer, mostly 

thickness of layer will be around 0.01mm. FDM has a movable printer head which is feed by 

filaments from filament wheel and the filament is heated into a semi liquefied state and into 

the extrusion nozzles. These extrusion nozzles are temperature controlled. The semi liquefied 

filaments are printed layer by layer on the build plate and allowed to cool down slowly. The 

main advantage of this process is that, it can print multi materials by changing the material 

wheel. The figure 3.1 shows the schematic represent of the fused decomposition modeling. As 

it is shown, 1 represents the extrusion nozzle, in which the filaments are feed to and it can 

move in any direction as the design requires. And 2 represent the filaments which are filled 

according to the designs; the shape of the model depends on the movement of the nozzle. And 

finally 3 represents the bed of the printer, it is preheated and moves down as the filament 

layer is made and give room for the next layer [18][8][2].    

 

3.1.1.2 STEREOLITHOGRAPHY (SLA)   

 

SLA was developed by Chuck Hull of 3D systems. It is practically the oldest 

commercialized 3D printing methodology, invented in 1980s. There are several approaches to 

SLA, there is direct/laser writing and mark based writing. The figure 3.2 represents the 

Stereolithography. These approaches can be broken down into free surface or constrained 

surface technique depending on the orientation of the laser source. For every SLA’s 

approaches the movable laser beam and photo active liquid resins are common elements. It 

works by converting photoactive resins into solid materials with high intensity light rays, 

usually UV lasers. While passing the laser through the required path it forms a 2D plane of 

the required design. The thickness of the layer formed depends on the factors like the speed of 

the scan, duration of the exposure, the intensity of the power, which all depends on the energy 

of the UV light. After forming layer the solidified layer is lowered down into the surrounding 

resin bath followed by another fresh surface curing and joining the layers. Typical layer 

thickness ranges from 0.05mm to 0.15mm for SLA. In between each layer a blade loaded with 

resins ensure the uniform ability between the fresh layer and previous layer. These processes 

are continued till the whole 3D objects are made. The main advantage of the SLA is the 

length of time it requires to produce the product. The disadvantage is the cost to make the 

product. [18][8][2] 
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Figure 3.2 Stereolithography [2] 

3.1.1.3 SELECTIVE LASER SINTERING (SLS) 
 

SLS was developed by Carl Deckard and Joseph Beaman from the Department of 

Mechanical Engineering, University of Texas-Austin in the middle of 1980s. SLS is also like 

SLA which uses high power laser to create 3D objects. Here SLS uses high intensive laser 

beam like CO2 and Nd:YAG, and instead of using photoactive resins it uses sinter polymer 

powders to print 3D model. It can produces models in plastic, metal, ceramics and glass 

powders. In SLS, the laser focuses on selective areas to fuse powered material by scanning 

cross-sections generated by 3D design described in the CAD file on the powder bed. When 

each cross sections are scanned and solidified, a new layer is applied on the top of the 

previous one after the bed lowered by the thickness of the previous layer. This whole process 

is repeated till the whole model is printed according to the description in the CAD file. After 

the completion of the whole design, the remaining unsintered powders can be removed and 

reused for another model. Compared with other additive manufacturing methods, this method 

can produce wide range of materials available in the market. SLS is performed by SLS 

systems and its technology is widely used all over the world due to its ability to easily 

manufacture complex design straight from CAD Digital data. The main advantage is the 

speed at which the parts are produced because it doesn’t need any special tools for making 

parts. Also the prototypes made by this method allow us to do more rigorous testing in them. 

[18][8][2] 

 
Figure 3.3 Selective Laser Sintering [2] 
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These are the most common types of printers that are used in the market now. But 

rarely there are few machines which are used rather than these types of printers they were 

mentioned in the table 3.1. Explaining each machines are not necessary so we have chosen 

these three as an example of the types of 3D printers available in the market. 

 

3.1.2 3D PRINTING MATERIALS 

 

The filaments are the materials used in 3D printers as the raw materials used for 

creating models. There are several types of filaments available for the commercial uses of the 

3D printers most commonly used filament types are as follows. [5][9][20][24] 

3.1.2.1 POLYACTIC ACID (PLA) 

Polyactic acids are commonly used filaments because it is easy to use and easily 

available. It is also a biodegradable substance, so it is an eco friendly material. It is 

thermoplastic aliphatic polyester which is derived from the renewable resources like plant 

based structures. It transits quickly from liquid to solid, it adheres itself so it can be used for 

high speed printing. It sticks to almost any bed surfaces. PLAs are not ideal for high 

temperature environments, like using it for long period in outdoors. It is available in market in 

both sizes 1.75mm and 3mm. Because it is made up of biodegradable substances it requires 

less energy to process as compared to traditional plastic. It is both odorless and low wrap.  

The extrusion setting that is commonly used for this material: Extrusion temperature of 175-

200oC and Bed temperature of 20-75oC.  
 

3.1.2.2 ACRYLONITRILE BUTADIENE STYRENE (ABS) 

Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene is one of the common filaments used in market, it is a 

thermoplastic. It has high resistance to heat, which helps the designer to use this material as 

filaments for any models. Mostly these materials are used for making children toys, musical 

instruments and also in some automotive components. It prints well in PET film with a light 

acetone/ ABS top coat. ABS adheres well, so it is possible to use in high speed printing. The 

3D printer settings are: Extrusion temperature of 225-230oC.  
 

3.1.2.3 LAYBRICK 

Laybricks are mineral based filaments which are easy to print like PLA. Depending up 

on the extrusion temperature the texture can change, smooth or rough. Laybricks contains 

superfine milled chalk and it is brittle compared to other filaments. It retains the properties of 

plastic while it gives the look and impression of grey stone, it makes the material ideal for 

architectural models. Models printed in laybrick are paintable and grind able.  It does not need 

for any preheated bed for printing. The 3D setting for this material is Extrusion temperature of 

185-215oC.  
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3.1.2.4 HIGH IMPACT POLYSTYRENE 

High impact polystyrenes are easy to print and have the property of low wrap. Models 

print on these filaments is easy to paint on and glue. Due to its high dimensional stability 

these filaments are used for pre-production prototypes. High Impact Polystyrenes are ideal for 

printing light weight parts. It has similar properties of ABS and it is affordable and versatile. 

The 3D printing settings are extrusion temperature of 220-230oC and a bed temperature of 50-

60oC.   

3.1.2.5 T-GLASS (PETT) 

T-Glasses are clear and flexible materials which are ideal for printing large and flat 

surfaces. These filaments have impressive bridging capabilities. T-Glasses are made of high-

strength polyethylene terephthalate polymer (PETT) and it is nearly identical to the materials 

used to make plastic bottles. T-glasses can easily print onto acrylic, glass, and PET film and 

doesn’t degrade at extrusion temperature. The printing speed depends clearly on the extrusion 

temperature that is if the temperature is low as 212oC the speed is slow as 25mm/s, speed 

clearer parts. Temperature up to 230oC allows the speed of 50-60mm/s. The 3D printer setting 

is extrusion temperature 212oC to 230oC. 

3.1.2.6 LAYWOOD- D3 

Laywood-D3 is a wood like material used as filaments for the 3D printers. It gives 

both look and feel of a fiber board, it also gives the wood like attributes such as ability be cut, 

painted and sanded. Laywood-D3 is made up of recycled wood particles combined with 

polymer binders which allow them to be melted and extruded through the 3D printers. by 

varying the extruder temperature, it is possible to give parts printed in Laywood-D3 a 

simulated alternating light/dark wood grain appearance. It is available in both sizes 1.75mm 

and 3mm of thickness. The extruder setting temperature is 175-200oC and bed temperature of 

30oC.   

3.1.2.7 NINJA FLEX /THERMOPLASTIC POLYURETHANE (TPU) 

Thermoplastic Polyurethane is an elastic, oil/grease resistant and abrasion resistant 

material. It has a shore hardness of 95A. Due to their particular properties to resist oil/grease 

and abrasion, Ninja Flex has lot applications but they are commonly used in the making of 

mobile cases. The extruder temperature is 240-260oC and a bed temperature of 40-60oC.  
 

Table 3.2 will explain the mechanical properties and uses of the filaments that are 

available in the market. 
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Filaments Based on Advanta

ges 

Uses Durabili

ty 

Print 

Temp

. 

Rang

e 

(oC) 

Heat 

Bed 

Require

d (oC) 

Printi

ng 

Diffic

ulty 

ABS Acrylonitrile 

Butadiene Styrene 

High 

Strength 

Moving 

Parts 

High 210 – 

250 

50 – 

100 

Mode

rate 

PLA Polyactic Acid  User 

Friendly  

Consum

er 

Product

s 

Fair to 

Good 

180-

230 

No  Easy  

HIPS High Impact 

Polystyrene  

Dual 

Extrusio

n w/ 

ABS 

Support 

Structur

e 

High 210-

250 

50 – 

100 

Mode

rate 

PETT 

(T-Glass) 

PolyEthylenecoTrim

ethylene 

Terephthalate 

High 

Strength 

Moving 

Parts 

High 210-

230 

No Mode

rate 

Ninja 

Flex/ TPU 

Thermoplastic 

Elastomer 

Elastic Wearab

les 

Good 225-

235 

No High 

Laywood PLA + Wood Wood 

Finish 

Home 

Decor 

Fair to 

Good 

195-

220 

No Mode

rate 

Laybrick Co-Polyester + 

Sandstone 

Sandston

e Finish 

Archite

ctural 

Low 165-

210 

No Mode

rate 
TABLE 3.2 TYPES OF FILAMENTS AND THEIR PROPERTIES [9] 

Note: Further more material data refer APPENDIX I 

 

3.1.3 COMMON DEFECTS OBSERVED IN 3-D PRINTING 

 

There were not a lot of reference articles available as we searched a lot using 

keywords like ‘3D model defects’, ‘3D printer defects’, ‘Surface Defects in 3D models’, etc. 

Defects can be measured in micro millimeters and with the help of sensitive apparatus. The 

defects observed in daily practices of 3D-printing [19] are as follows: 
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3.1.3.1 WARPING  

The quality can be determined with respect to the height between base and warped 

corner of the pyramid. 

 
Figure 3.5 Warping: The Front Corner Of This Pyramid Has Lifted Up [19]. 

Cause:  

 Warping is a common 3D printing problem, which happens when the first layers of 

heated plastic are cooling down too rapidly and begun to contract.  

 This causes the edges of the model to bend upwards. 

3.1.3.2 ELEPHANT FOOT 

The surface quality can be measured at the bulged edge of the sample; we can 

compare the defect with respect to the normal surface at the upper part of the sample. 

 

 
FIGURE 3.6 Unsightly Bulges At The Base [19]. 

Cause:  

 This ungainly effect can also be caused by the weight of the rest of the model pressing 

down the first layers. 

 When the lower layers haven’t had time to cool back into a solid – particularly when 

your printer has a heated bed. 
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3.1.3.3 SHIFTED LAYERS 

The Roughness and depth of the surface can be felt with our hands and also it can be 

measured using stylus profilometer. This is eye visual defect and can be noticed easily, since 

the defect is larger than compared to others. 

 

 
FIGURE 3.7 USB Image Of Shifted Layers. [21] 

Cause:  

This is a mechanical fault with the printer, either because: 

 The head does not move easily on the X or Y rods. 

 The rods are not aligned correctly, i.e., they are not 100% square. 

 One of the pulleys is not fixed properly to the axis. 

3.1.3.4 LOWER PARTS SINKS 

The defect can be visualized with naked eye, since we can observe sinking of the 

layers thereby depicting error. Here we can measure roughness, depth, and height of the sink 

layer. 

 
FIGURE 3.8 Lower Part Sinks [19] 

Cause:  

 This happens when the temperature of the heat bed is too high. Plastic being heated 

and extruded behaves like a rubber band.  

 First it expands, and when cooling down it shrinks. The heat from the bed only rises to 

a certain height (depending on the temperature).  

 Up to this height, the extruded plastic stays warm – and malleable – longer than the 

plastic layers above the height.  

 This way it may yield under the weight of the upper layers and cave in. 
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3.1.3.5 LAYER MISALIGNMENT 

This a minor defect where we can observe a line is missing in the sample. Here we can 

measure the surface roughness and depth of the misaligned layer. 

 
Figure 3.9 USB Microscope image of FLAWED LAYER ALIGNMENT. [21] 

Cause: 

 The printer belts aren’t well tightened. 

 The top plate isn’t fastened and wobbles around independent of the bottom plate. 

 One of the rods in the Z axis is not perfectly straight. 

3.1.3.6 MISSING LAYERS 

Again this is a minor defect where we can measure the surface roughness, depth of 

the defect.  

 
FIGURE 3.10USB Microscope Picture of MISSING LAYER. [21] 

Cause: 

 The printer failed to provide the amount of plastic required for printing the skipped 

layers. This is called (temporary) under-extrusion. There may have been a problem 

with the filament (e.g. the diameter varies), the filament spool, the feeder wheel or a 

clogged nozzle. 

 Friction has caused the bed to temporarily get stuck. The cause may be that the 

vertical rods are not perfectly aligned with the linear bearings. 

 There is a problem with one of the Z axis rods or bearings. The rod could be distorted, 

dirty or had been oiled excessively. 
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3.1.3.7 CRACKS IN TALL OBJECTS 

The cracks can be measured with regard to the roughness, distance between layers, 

depth and length of the cracks. 

 
Figure 3.11Cracks In Tall Objects [19] 

Cause:  

 In higher layers the material cools faster, because the heat from the heated print bed 

doesn’t reach that high.  

 Because of this, adhesion in the upper layers is lower. 

3.1.3.8 PILLOWING 

The porous surface in the picture depicts the pillowing. Here the depth, roughness, and 

may be diameter of the porous hole can be measured. 

 
Figure 3.12 Pillowing [19] 

Cause: 

 The typical cause is improper cooling. 

 The top surface is not thick enough. 
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3.1.3.9 STRINGING 

The roughness on the printed can be felt, so that the roughness and quality of the 

surface can be determined. Before we can feel the surface the strings formed due to the 

stringing, have to be removed, and then the roughness at the tip of the string can be felt. 

Cause:  

 When the print head moves over an open area (otherwise known as travel move), some 

filament has dropped from the nozzle. 

 
Figure 3.13 USB Microscope picture of STRINGING: unwanted strings of plastic between the parts of the object [21] 

 

3.1.4 SURFACE MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENTS 
 

The whole thesis is about evaluating the surface defects of the 3D models printed 

by the 3D printers and find the parameters to measure the defects formed in those 

models. With the help of the surface measurement instruments, measurement of 

different parameters of the 3D models is easy. Using the help of stylus profilometer we 

can obtain 2D surface parameters. But these two instruments are only good to get a 2D 

surface parameter but by using Coordinate measurement machine the 3D measurements 

taken in detail and accurately.   

3.1.4.1 STYLUS PROFILOMETER 
 

Stylus Profilometer or contact profilometers are the commonly used profilometer used 

for the surface measurements. The height measured value using the mechanical probe or 

needle is converted into height information in electrical signal using electrical sensors. The 

lateral and vertical resolution of the instrument mainly depends on the radius of the probe and 

mechanical noise and the transducer type used respectively [30]. High speed traverse at up to 

400mm/s under joystick control and high accuracy measurement with traverse straightness of 

0.15micrometer per 100 millimeter. In this thesis Surftest SJ-500/SV-2100 is the mechanical 

stylus profilometer used for taking reference reading in experiment setup 1. Surftest SJ-500/ 

SV-2100 is a portable, easy to use surface roughness measurement instrument which is 

equipped with LCD touch screen for navigating the extensive measurement and analysis 

features that it has. With the help of software provided by the company we can do the 

measurement connected to a PC. The following figure shows the Mitutoyo Surftest SJ-500/ 

SV-2100. [23] 
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Figure 3.14 SJ-500/SV-2100 Mechanical Stylus Profilometer [21] 

 

3.1.4.2 COORDINATE MEASUREMENT MACHINE 
 

In this technique the measurement is done on each individual point (X,Y,Z 

coordinates), which is basis for forming any shape of an object. So this technique produces 

more highly precise measurements among all the instruments. It can be used to measure 

difficult shaped objects because of this coordinate measurement technique [29]. In this thesis 

the use of Mikrocad from German company GFMesstechnik is used as CMM because of its 

very high resolution. It has the ability to achieve small volume as small as 1mm, measures it 

with very high accuracy of 100nm which helps the laboratories who is working on surface 

analysis of micro texture or inline inspection of electronic, medical or pharmaceutical parts 

with microscopic detail.[22] 

        

Figure 3.15 Mikrocad Instrument [21]                Figure 3.16 3D Model Reading [21]  

3.1.5 PARAMETERS 
 

For the evaluation and better understanding of the results, some researches on 

the surface parameters were used for the references and understanding before the selection of 

these parameters for the evaluation[14][27] : 

3D PARAMETERS 2D PARAMETERS 

Sp   -  Maximum Peak Height Rp     - Maximum Peak Height  

Sv    -  Maximum Depth of Valley Rv    - Maximum Depth of Valley 

Sz    - Maximum Height of Surface Rz      -Maximum Height of Roughness  

Sa   -  Average Roughness Rc      -Mean Height of the Roughness  

Sxp -  Peak Extreme Height Ra      -Arithmetic Average Height 

Table 3. Parameters selected for evaluation [21] 
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i. Maximum Peak Height (Sp), Maximum Depth Of Valley (Sv), Maximum Height Of 

The Surface (Sz):-  

 Sp is the parameter that calculates what is the height of the highest point from the 

mean line on the selected surface. And Sv is the parameter that calculates the depth of the 

lowest point from the mean line on the selected surface. Since both of them are calculated 

from a single point the results of these values are unrepeatable. Sz is the parameter that 

calculates the maximum height of the surface, which is found by the difference in maximum 

peak height and maximum valley of depth. These parameters comes under the section of 

height parameters 

ii. Average Roughness (Sa):- 

Sa is the parameter that is used to represent an overall measurement of texture in 

the surface. Average Roughness Parameter comes under the section of height parameters  

iii. Peak Extreme Height (Sxp):- 

Sxp is the parameter that calculates extreme height, which is found by the 

difference of the areal material ratio value of “p” and the areal material ratio of “q”.  

iv. Arithmetic Average Height (Ra):- 

It is calculated by the average absolute deviation of the roughness from the 

mean line over one sampling length. This parameter is most commonly used for checking the 

quality of the surface and it gives a general description of the height variations.  

v. Maximum Peak of Height (Rp), Maximum Depth of Valley (Rv), Maximum Height of 

Roughness (Rz):- 

Rp is the parameter that calculates the maximum height of the highest point 

from the mean line on the selected surface. Rv is the parameter that calculates the depth of the 

lowest point from the mean line on the selected surface. Rz which is also known as the Ten 

Point Height is calculated from the difference between the average five highest peaks and the 

five lowest valleys on the selected surface. That is the old definition of the Maximum Height 

Of Roughness, the other version is defined as the difference between the Maximum peak 

height and the maximum valley of depth. 

vi. MEAN HEIGHT OF THE ROUGHNESS (Rc):- 

Rc is the parameter that express the mean height of the peaks above the mean 

line on the selected surface.  
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4 RESULTS 

 

Results of different experiment and investigations done in this thesis will be 

presented and discussed in this section. This research involved investigations on selecting 

parameters, how many seconds of coating need for the particular boat, then the measurement 

of defects. Throughout the thesis we used only investigations and analyses the data to form 

the result, the design of boat was from 3D Benchy boat design, as the design is available for 

public use. Two boats and a set of defective samples were used in this work which was 

printed in Flashforge printer, with same material and differentiated by their color (blue and 

red) for easy usage. Every result was made after carful observations. The results will be 

explained below. 

4.1 PARAMETER SELECTION 
 

To find the timing for the coating of the boats which was used for experiments, 

first step was to find parameters for comparisons. After extensive research on the parameters 

that can specify the qualities like height of the peak and the valleys, which will give us the 

data that specify the coating needed. Couple of parameters was selected from 3D and 2D 

section for the experiments.  

4.2 COATING OF THE BOATS 
 

Coating on the surface was needed for the boat because of the glossy property of the 

material. For experiment, seven timed coating of each boat were taken. The measurement was 

taken with the help of the Mountains Map Software. In each case the same scales were used 

for better understanding for the readers. The hollow grams on the right side of the color scale 

indicate the concentration of the peaks in the same level. Each sample results are presented as 

cases for references. 2D parameter values were taken before coating in Mechanical Stylus 

Interferometer for reference.  
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4.2.1 CASE 1: WITHOUT COATING 
 

For each timed coating the 3D image from the mountains map software were taken. 

The images are shown below. 

 

Figure 4.1 Blue Boat without coating. [25]                 

 

Figure 4.2 Red Boat without Coating. [25] 

Note: The values of the peak height and depth of the values were off the chart so we cutoff the remaining portion of 

the peaks and valleys. The scales for this case is different to show how rough the surface is without coating 

The hollow grams from the right side of the color scale proof that the peaks and 

valleys are on the same level because of the threshold cutoffs. The values that were taken 

from this boat were very high and it was off the chart compared to the other measurements. 

The 2D and 3D values of the boats are shown below. 

3D Parameters  Without Coating 2D Parameters  Without Coating 

Blue Boat Red Boat Blue Boat Red Boat 

Sp(µm) 3687 2617 Rp(µm) 693 812 

Sv(µm) 3873 3877 Rv(µm) 920 866 

Sz(µm) 7362 6497 Rz(µm) 1613 1680 

Sa(µm) 791 447 Rc(µm) 2460 3313 

Sxp(µm) 2257 2030 Ra(µm) 388 353 
Table 4.1 3D and 2D Parameter Values Of Blue Boat and Red Boat Without Coating. [25] 
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4.2.2 CASE 2: WITH 10 SECOND COATING 
 

After coating for 10 seconds on the boat with Titanium Oxide, there was no difference 

in the blue boat. The 3D image of the surface of the boat with 10 seconds of coating is shown 

figure 4.3 and 4.4. On the blue boat there was not enough coating at the same time on the red 

boat there was enough coating to get a good reading. This can be seen in the values that we 

measured in from the software. 

 

 

Figure 4.3 Blue Boat with 10 Seconds of Coating. [25]    

 

Figure 4.4 Red Boas with 10 Seconds of Coating. [25] 

3D Parameters  With 10 Sec Coating 2D Parameters  With 10 Sec Coating 

Blue Boat Red Boat Blue Boat Red Boat 

Sp(µm) 2243 56 Rp(µm) 122 16 

Sv(µm) 4637 121 Rv(µm) 124 24 

Sz(µm) 6877 177 Rz(µm) 225 40 

Sa(µm) 111 12 Rc(µm) 1659 36 

Sxp(µm) 148 31 Ra(µm) 45 10 
Table 4.2 2D and 3D Parameter Values of the Blue Boat and Red Boat with 10 Seconds of Coating. [25] 
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4.2.3 CASE 3: WITH 20 SECOND COATING 
 

After 20 Seconds of coating both boats showed good results that are measurable. 

The 3D images of the surface of the boats with 20 second of coating are shown below. 

 

Figure 4.5 Blue Boat with 20 Seconds of Coating. [25] 

 

Figure 4.6 Red Boat with 20 Seconds of Coating. [25] 

From the hollow grams on the right side of the color scale it is notable that the peak 

height is hovering in between 40 and 45 micro meter. From this case onwards the boats 

showed clear values in the measurement of the 3D parameters and 2D parameters. The values 

are shown below. 

3D 

Parameters  

With 20 Sec Coating 2D Parameters  With 20 Sec Coating 

Blue Boat Red Boat Blue Boat Red Boat 

Sp(µm) 27 40 Rp(µm) 13 12 
Sv(µm) 42 65 Rv(µm) 20 23 
Sz(µm) 69 105 Rz(µm) 33 35 
Sa(µm) 9 11 Rc(µm) 29 33 
Sxp(µm) 23 30 Ra(µm) 8 9 

Table 4.3 3D and 2D Parameter Values of Blue Boat and Red Boat with 20 Seconds of Coating. [25] 
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4.2.4 CASE 4: WITH 30 SECOND COATING 
 

For the comparison, more coatings were done to estimate the timing for the 

boats. The 30 seconds and 20 seconds values seemed good for taking as we move on the 

peaks and valleys have been reduced because of the powder filling. The 3D images are shown 

below.  

 

Figure 4.7 Blue Boat with 30 Seconds of coating. [25] 

 

Figure 4.8 Red Boat with 30 Seconds of Coating. [25] 

On this two images it is evident that the height of the peaks and the depth of the 

valleys are decreasing because of the powders are being filled in it. Same can be seen in the 

value of the coatings which is shown below. 

3D 

Parameters  

With 30 Sec Coating 2D Parameters  With 30 Sec Coating 

Blue Boat Red Boat Blue Boat Red Boat 

Sp(µm) 24 31 Rp(µm) 11 12 

Sv(µm) 35 48 Rv(µm) 18 23 

Sz(µm) 59 86 Rz(µm) 29 34 

Sa(µm) 8 11 Rc(µm) 27 33 

Sxp(µm) 21 29 Ra(µm) 8 9 
Table 4.43D and 2D Parameter Values of Blue Boat  and Red Boat with 30 Seconds of Coating. [25] 

Note: The remaining Cases 5, 6, 7 have been presented in the Appendix IV for reference. And the values taken for the 

experiments are mentioned in the appendix. 
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4.2.5 COMPARISON OF RESULTS 
 

To check whether the values were right on track to measure the parameters and for 

that Mechanical Stylus Interferometer reading was used which was taken in a 2 micrometer 

60o angle tip. Five different values from the boat without coating applied and did 

comparison with 2D parameter values from the software. The following graph shows that 

measurements are on right track of reading.   

 

 

Graph 4.1 2D Parameter Vs Measured Values in Micrometers (Blue Boat) With Standard Deviation Values. [21] 

 

 

Graph 4.2 2D Parameters Vs Measured Values in Micrometers (Red Boat) With Standard Deviation Values [21]. 

 

The graph was plotted by taking 2D parameters in the X-Axis and the average measured 

values of different coatings also depicted the standard deviation values. Here the parameter 

values of without coating and with coating were not mentioned, because as you seen the 
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values are too high comparing to the remaining values. Side 1 Average and Side 2 Average 

values are the Mechanical Stylus Interferometer Values. 

From the graphs 4.1 and 4.2 it is evident that software values are more or less same to the 

parameter values of Mechanical Stylus Interferometer. So it is an evident that the readings 

were facts and it is reliable for the experiments.  

And for selecting the Seconds for coating comparing the 3D measurement values were better.  

So a graph was plotted with the parameters in the X-axis and average measured values of 

different coating, also depicted the standard deviation values. The graph is as shown below. 

 

Graph 4.3 3D Parameter Vs Measured Values in Micrometers (Blue Boat) With Standard Deviation Values. [21] 

 

Graph 4.4 3D Parameters Vs Measured Values in Micrometers (Red Boat) With Standard Deviation Values. [21] 

From the graphs 4.3 and 4.4, it observed that there is a smooth slope which in turn shows us 

the filling of the valleys and peaks been covered by the coating that were on the boat. By 

comparing with the graph and values gathered, it is evident that 20 Seconds is the suitable 

timing for coating the boat.   
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4.3 MEASUREMENT OF DEFECTS 
 

After selecting the suitable timing for coating, coating were applied to the 

defected models. There was only few detects in the models we got in hand. They were 

1. Layer missing. 

2. Shifted Layers. 

3. Misalignment of Layers. 

4. Pillowing. 

5. Strings. 

In these defects, Pillowing and Strings can be easily measured and it is not a big problem 

while the design process. These two defects happen mostly because of the problem in the 

printers, due to that measuring the remaining three defects were important and the results are 

shown below. 

4.3.1 LAYER MISSING 
 

These defects can be measured by taking the 2D profile of the part where the layer is 

missing and if layer is missing an increase in the valley of depth. So if the valley of depth is 

twice that of the normal one then a missing layer defect has occurred. The 2D profile of the 

missing layer with horizontal distance with normal wave distance for reference is shown 

below. 

 

Figure 4.9 2D profile of the missing layer with horizontal distance comparison. [25] 

4.3.2 MISALIGNMENT OF LAYERS 
 

This kind of defects can be measured by the taking the 2D profile of the 

defected area. If the values of the horizontal distance between two valleys are increased by 

50%, it doesn’t have to been continuous as of shifted layers. Figure 4.13 shows the defected 

area with horizontal distance and figure 4.14 shows the normal layer thickness. Figure 4.14 

shows the 3D image from the mountains map software. 
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Figure 4.13 2D profile which has misalignment with 5 set of horizontal distance. [25] 

 

Figure 4.14 3D image of the missing layer defect. [25] 

 

Figure 4.14 2D profile which has misalignment with 5 set of horizontal distance. [25] 

4.3.3 STRINGS 
 

Measuring the string defect by how long they extend from the surface of the 

design. If it is above 30% of the peak height then it can be considered as the string defect 

starting to appear and this will affect the design, but most of the time this defect occurs due to 

the problem in the printer. The figure 4.15 shows the 3D image of the Strings in the boat. 

 

Figure 4.15 3D Image of the String Defect. [25] 
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4.3.1 WAVY DEFECT 
 

A new defect was seen in the sample in hand defect in wavy form was seen. It is 

shown in the figure below. Detection and measure of the wavy defect can be measured by the 

2D measurement of the wave. If the wave profile shows an increase of peak value and the 

decrease of the valley of depth at same time then it is evident that the layer has been shifted. If 

the difference is more than 50% and it stays in the same for couple of measurement then wavy 

defect will occur. For reference if you look at the figure 4.11, clearly say that there is an 

increase in difference of the peak and valley. And the figure 4.12 shows the wave profile of a 

normal boat with defect. 

 

Figure 4.10 3D Image of the wavy defects. [25] 

 

Figure 4.11 2D profile of the wave form alone with wavy defect. [25]  

 

Figure 4.12 2D profile of the wave form alone without wavy defect. [25] 
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4.4 USB MICROSCOPE 

 

The use of USB Microscope can be used for measuring the surface defects found on the 3D 

printed models. The defects can be seen with good resolution under normal light conditions 

with the help of USB Microscope. Because of the low cost of USB microscope it is most 

suited for home applications. The figure 4.13 shows an example of a picture taken on USB 

microscope. The defects can be seen using this method in home application.  

 

Figure 4.15 Picture taken using USB Microscope. [21] 
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4.5 DISCUSSION 
 

In this thesis, the main aim was to find a method to measure the surface defects 

on the boats that were in hand. There are several ways to measure defects for the industrial 

use and for the home applications. For industrial use, there are several measuring instruments 

like interferometer but the work area is so small. So the use of a good resolution and 

comparatively high work area is better. Then we choose Mikrocad to take measurements but it 

can’t take readings at a go because of the glossy surface finish of the boat. Mountains 

mapping software to take the 3D and 2D parameters values from the figures got from 

Mikrocad measuring instruments. 2D parameter values from the Mechanical Stylus 

Interferometer for references to rectify the values that has been taken. A solution by giving a 

coat of titanium oxide will help it for measurement as it reduces the shine. The timing for the 

coating was in question, so an experiment in different cases. Then the results were compared, 

from the results the difference with coating and without coating measurements were seen. 

Without coating we got poor results for measurement. From comparison, came to the 

conclusion that the more the coating more the valleys and peak gets covered. It is evident 

from the graphs 4.3 and 4.4. For better results, 20 Seconds of coating was chosen and before 

that there were no good results on any boats.  

After finding the suitable coating duration, started to work on the defected boats. 

Found few defects like strings defect, missing layer, misalignment of layer, wavy and 

pillowing. For these defects, found how it can be measure and quantify the defects. Although 

a suitable coating duration was found, there are still some parameters that could create some 

variations in the values. Parameters like the distance between the spray paint head and the 

surface to be painted, the surface area to paint, absence of a trained hand for the painting, the 

oscillation cycle of the painting, etc… By these parameters the timing or the duration need for 

the coating can vary in practical. The other parameter that can affect the reading the will the 

tip angle used in mechanical stylus for reference reading. If the tip with smaller angle is used 

for reading in a smooth surface it can damage the surface and reading may change. So the tip 

angle is also a parameter that could change the readings.  

For home application or small scale office work, costly equipment like 

Mikrocad can’t be used. For this application a different method should be formed, which will 

be economical and easily available for use. One solution that came up for that was usage of 

USB Microscope which is will be available in cheaper cost starting with 300 Kr. (it will 

change according to the place and from where you are buying). USB microscope can deal 

with a good area of space for measuring and it is easy to use by using its software. Even 

though the accuracy is in question it is more usable than an ordinary microscope which has 

small work space and hard to measure. By this a methods to measure the defects found on the 

surface of the 3D model in both applications (industries and small scale office use or home 

use) were finalized and discussed. Every result was made after carful observations. 
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5 CONCLUSION 

 

Different 3D printers produce defects that are sometimes visible to the naked 

eye and sometimes visible with the help of a (USB) microscope. Studies about different 

defects which are seen in different models printed using 3D printers with different conditions. 

All the defects studied in the literature were not available in the samples for the study. The 

defects that were available to evaluate are mentioned below. 

 Layer Misalignment 

 Shifted Layers 

 Pillowing 

 Missing Layers 

 Strings  

Through methodology of work, thesis came to success and to understand the impact 

on the surface quality of the experimental models.  And it paves the ways to find the methods 

to evaluate or measure the defects and surface quality of the 3D models printed by different 

printers. 

After the extensive analysis and observations from the experiments we can conclude 

our work in the following points.  

I. From the literature study, different types of defects that are seen on the surface of the 

3D printed models were studied. 

II. To take a measurement in glossy surface using Mikrocad instrument, it is required to 

have a coating of Titanium Oxide. For this work it was 20 Seconds of titanium oxide 

coating. 

III. For industrial purposes, Mikrocad measuring equipment to evaluate can be used and 

measure the surface defects with the help of Mountains Map software. 

IV. From observations a limit range can be defined for identifying the defects on the 

surface of the 3D printed models 

a. A new defect was founded, if we have a sudden increase of 50% or more in the 

difference between the peak value and the depth of valley, and it is continued 

for several more waves then it can be considered as a wavy layer defect.  

b. If the horizontal distance between the valleys is increased by 50%, then it can 

be considered as a misalignment defect.  

c. If there is missing layer then the valley of depth and horizontal distance value 

is twice that of the previous one then it can be considered as a missing layer 

defect.   

d. If a string or a protrusion is above 30% of the peak height then it can be 

consider as a string defect. 

V. For small scale or office use or home use it is found that USB microscope could be the 

best economical option for the measurement. 
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5.1 FUTURE WORK RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

After extensive study about the surface roughness parameter and about the 

defects that were found on the 3D models we have succeeded in our goals and were able to 

find desiring results for our research. But still there is more area to cover in different 

directions from this research as the base. As we all know the all the knowledge about a 

particular subject cannot be acquired in the time span we had, still had few defects with which  

this research explained. From this work and knowledge from the research gathered, the 

following could be considered for the future work of this research.    

This study was with few defects and study about it, in future there will be new 

opportunity to study about new defects and evaluate about it. There is a possibility in future to 

classify these defects in to sub defects as we saw different types of defects in the same 

category.  

Different types of coating to remove the shine property of the glossy surface can 

be done due to the fact that each time new methods and different combinations can be found 

out. The 20 sec coating found on this thesis is not universal it will be different for different 

materials printed in various printer settings. There was lot of parameters affecting the 

measurement reading after the coating has been made. Parameters like the distance between 

the spray head and the model, oscillation of the spray head to different areas of the models, 

etc. could affect the values. In this area there is a possibility for a new research about the 

parameters and their effect on the readings. 
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6 CRITICAL REVIEW 

 

Manufacturing process in the old times was rigorous and it took lot of time and 

effort to do the work. In the new era where every process are going for economical and eco 

friendly, 3D printing process has more importance and is one of the leading manufacturing 

techniques. 3D printing process got more leading edge in this era because it is economical at 

the same time more sustainable process. In near future, mass production of products going to 

happen by the 3D printers. Because of that our research has good social value and it will help 

everyone to do the process more economical. Study and evaluation of the major defects in the 

3D models will help in the design process to produce more effective designs in the future.  

Implementation of the results of this thesis in real time manufacturing design 

process will help the designer to exhibit better production results and higher quality of the 

product, because identification of problem will help not to repeat the same problem every 

time. Even though there will losses due to the time needed for the evaluation of the defects. It 

can will be compromised and make gain later on due to the increase in the quality of products 

produced. These measurement techniques don’t produce any hazardous environment for the 

workers, so it is safe to use these techniques. Following the safety instructions for painting 

increases the safety of the worker while painting. As the 3D technology is advancing into 

different industries like construction, aerospace,… the knowledge of these defects will 

provide more accurate data in this area. However there are still different areas to be studied 

and get good results before the real time introduction. As the home application is really 

simple, it will produce a positive impact on the community where there is a small scale usage.  

The home application is very simple and economical for the house end user who 

is concerned on the quality of his own products. For a fact it can be said that it will not affect 

the printing processes, so there will be no environmental issues for the home users. 

Implementing these methods will encourage for a society that is concerned about their product 

quality and efficiency of the production. The more application of this method on how to 

measure the defects the more correction occur in the design and machine setup. Also there 

will be no hazardous working environment due to the incorrect machining setup, which in 

turn produces gases because of the overheating of the filaments.   
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APPENDIX I TABLE OF FILAMENTS 
 

 

 

Table of filaments continuation of filaments from theory chapter [9] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Filaments Based on Advantages Uses Durability Print 

Temp. 

Range 

(oC) 

Heat 

Bed 

Required 

(oC)  

Printing 

Difficulty 

PVA Polyvinyl 

alcohol  

Dual 

extrusion 

w/ PLA 

Support 

Structure 

Good 180-

230 

No Easy  

Nylon Polyamide High 

Strength  

Moving 

Parts 

High 220-

260 

50 - 100 Moderate 

Metal Metal + 

PLA 

Metal 

Finish 

Jewelry High 195-

220 

No High 

Magnetic Iron + PLA Magnetic Moving 

Parts 

High 195-

220 

No High 

Conducti

ve 

Carbon + 

PLA 

Conductive Electroni

c 

Low 215-

230 

No Easy  

Temp 

Changing 

PLA Changes 

Color 

Novelty Fair to 

Good 

215 No Easy  

Carbon 

Fibre 

Carbon 

Fibre + 

PLA 

High 

Strength  

Moving 

Parts 

High 195-

220 

No Moderate 

Glow-In-

Dark 

PLA Luminous Novelty Fair to 

Good 

215 No Easy  

Amphora Co-

Polyester 

High 

Strength 

Moving 

Parts 

High 220-

250 

No Moderate 
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APPENDIX II TROUBLESHOOTING FOR DEFECTS  
 

Reference [19]:- 

 

1. Troubleshooting for Warping: 

a) Use a heated print bed to keep the plastic at a temperature just below the point 

where it gets solid. This is called the “glass transition temperature”. This way, the 

first layer will stay flat on the print bed. 

b) Increase adhesion of the first layer to the print bed by spreading a tiny film of glue 

evenly on the bed. 

c) Make sure the level of the print bed has been calibrated properly. 

d) You may consider adding a raft or pads to increase platform adhesion. 

e) Another option is to tweak the cooling fan, so it doesn’t get switched on until after 

a certain number of layers have been printed, or adjust the percentage so it’s not 

operating at full power. 

2. Troubleshooting for Elephant Foot:  

 

a) It’s tricky to find the right balance between getting rid of warping and avoiding the 

elephant foot effect.  

b) To minimize bulges at the base of your model, we recommend levelling the printer 

bed and moving the nozzle a little further away from the bed (but not too far, 

otherwise the print won’t stick).  

c) Additionally, lower the bed temperature slightly. 

d) Also we can put a small chamfer at the bottom of the model with a 5mm and 45º 

chamfer, to get the best result. 

 

3. Troubleshooting Shifting Layer: 

 

a) Turn the printer off and check whether you can move the head easily along the 

rods with your hands. If the head moves stiffly or it moves more easily in one 

direction, apply a drop of machine oil to the rod. 

b) To see if the rods are correctly aligned, move the head to the left and the right side 

of the printer and check that the distance between the sliding blocks and the 

pulleys are equal on both sides. Repeat this for the front/back of the printer. If you 

notice misalignment, loosen the screws on the two pulleys of the rod in question. 

Nudge the sliding block a bit until the rod is aligned again, then tighten the 

screws. Repeat for the other rod. 

c) Check to see if the screws that hold the pulleys in place are secure, and tighten 

them if necessary. 
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4. Troubleshooting Lower Part Sink: 

  

a) A simple tactic here is to reduce the bed heat.  

b) In some printers the default bed temperature is 75ºC, whereas the recommended 

temperature for PLA is 50 – 60ºC. Additionally, set the fan in the printer to fully blow 

at the lowest height. 

c) When printing small models, we recommend you print two copies or two different 

objects. This way the print head will take more time to print one layer after the other. 

d) When printing models with a large footprint, do not reduce bed temperature too much 

— otherwise the edges may warp. 

5. Troubleshooting for Flawed Layer Alignment: 

a) Check the belts and re-tighten them, if necessary. 

b) Check the top plate and fasten it, if necessary. 

c) Check the Z axis rods and replace them if they’re not 100% straight. 

6. Troubleshooting for Missing Layer: 

a) Check the rods and bearings for problems and fix them. If there is too much oil, 

for example, remove it. 

b) If you suspect misalignment of rods and bearings, consult your printer’s 

documentation to see how to correct it. 

7. Troubleshooting for Pillowing: 

a) Set the cooling fans to top speed when the top surfaces are printed. 

b) Make sure the top surfaces are at least 6 layers thick. 

8. Troubleshooting for Strings: 

  

a) Most printers have a feature called retraction.  

b) When retraction has been enabled, the printer retracts the filament in the nozzle before 

a travel move.  

c) This way, no surplus plastic can drip from the nozzle and produce strings.  

d) Make sure you enable retraction in the slicing software for your printer, but be aware 

that this can prolong the time required to print an object. 
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APPENDIX III ROAD MAP 

 

BLUE SAMPLES [21] [25] 

3D Parameters 2D Parameters 

Height Parameters 

Without Coating Amplitude parameters - 

Roughness profile 

Without 

Coating 

Sp µm 3950 Rp µm 693.00 

Sv µm 4170 Rv µm 919.67 

Sz µm 8120 Rz µm 1613.33 

Sa µm 779 Rc µm 2460.00 

Sxp µm 2500 Ra µm 387.67 

 
Table 1.1 3D and 2D parameters Values from Mountains Map For Blue Sample without Coating 
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3D Parameters 2D Parameters 

Height Parameters 

10 Sec Coating  Amplitude parameters - 

Roughness profile 

10 Sec Coating 

Sp µm 2810 Rp µm 121.57 

Sv µm 5350 Rv µm 124 

Sz µm 8160 Rz µm 225 

Sa µm 107 Rc µm 1659.33 

Sxp µm 62.5 Ra µm 44.97 

 
Table 1.2 3D and 2D parameters Values from Mountains Map For Blue Sample with 10 Sec Coating 
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3D Parameters 2D Parameters 

Height Parameters 

20 Sec Coating Amplitude parameters - 

Roughness profile 

20 Sec Coating 

Sp µm 32.7 Rp µm 13.00 

Sv µm 47.9 Rv µm 20.30 

Sz µm 80.6 Rz µm 33.30 

Sa µm 9.9 Rc µm 29.40 

Sxp µm 26.2 Ra µm 8.37 

 
Table 1.3 3D and 2D parameters Values from Mountains Map for Blue Samples With 20 Sec coating 
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3D Parameters 2D Parameters 

Height Parameters 

30 Sec Coating Amplitude parameters - 

Roughness profile 

30 Sec Coating 

Sp µm 29.2 Rp µm 11.40 

Sv µm 37.3 Rv µm 17.77 

Sz µm 66.5 Rz µm 29.17 

Sa µm 9.28 Rc µm 27.13 

Sxp µm 24.4 Ra µm 7.77 

 
Table 1.4 3D and 2D parameters Values from Mountains Map for Blue Samples with 30 Sec Coating 
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3D Parameters 2D Parameters 

Height Parameters 

40 Sec 

Coating 

Amplitude parameters - 

Roughness profile 

40 Sec Coating 

Sp µm 24.2 Rp µm 10.32 

Sv µm 37.3 Rv µm 16.43 

Sz µm 61.5 Rz µm 26.77 

Sa µm 8.92 Rc µm 25.27 

Sxp µm 24 Ra µm 7.27 

 
Table 1.5 3D and 2D parameters Values from Mountains Map for Blue Samples with 40 Sec coating. 
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3D Parameters 2D Parameters 

Height Parameters 

50 Sec 

Coating 

Amplitude parameters - 

Roughness profile 

50 Sec Coating 

Sp µm 23.3 Rp µm 9.56 

Sv µm 32.9 Rv µm 15.80 

Sz µm 56.3 Rz µm 25.37 

Sa µm 8.78 Rc µm 24.23 

Sxp µm 23.3 Ra µm 6.94 

 
Table 1.6  3D and 2D parameters Values from Mountains Map for Blue Samples with 50 Sec coating 
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3D Parameters 2D Parameters 

Height Parameters 

60 Sec 

Coating 

Amplitude parameters - 

Roughness profile 

60 Sec Coating 

Sp µm 21 Rp µm 9.33 

Sv µm 32.1 Rv µm 16.03 

Sz µm 53.2 Rz µm 25.37 

Sa µm 8.71 Rc µm 24.37 

Sxp µm 23.2 Ra µm 7.01 

 
Table 1.7 3D and 2D parameters Values from Mountains Map for Blue Samples with 60 Sec Coating 
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RED SAMPLES [21][25] 

 

3D Parameters 2D Parameters 

Height Parameters 

Without Coating Amplitude parameters - 

Roughness profile 

Without Coating  

Sp µm 2830 Rp µm 812.33 

Sv µm 4570 Rv µm 865.67 

Sz µm 7390 Rz µm 1680 

Sa µm 508 Rc µm 3313.33 

Sxp µm 2220 Ra µm 352.67 

 
Table 1.8 3D and 2D parameters Values from Mountains Map for Red Samples without Coating 
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3D Parameters 2D Parameters 

Height Parameters 

10 Sec Coating Amplitude parameters - 

Roughness profile 

10 Sec Coating 

Sp µm 36.8 Rp µm 16.1 

Sv µm 50.3 Rv µm 23.5 

Sz µm 87.1 Rz µm 39.6 

Sa µm 9.83 Rc µm 36.0 

Sxp µm 26.2 Ra µm 9.7 

 
Table 1.9 3D and 2D parameters Values from Mountains Map for Red Samples with 10 Sec Coating  
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3D Parameters 2D Parameters 

Height Parameters 

20 Sec Coating Amplitude parameters - 

Roughness profile 

20 Sec Coating 

Sp µm 27.3 Rp µm 12.40 

Sv µm 42.9 Rv µm 22.87 

Sz µm 70.1 Rz µm 35.23 

Sa µm 10.3 Rc µm 33.20 

Sxp µm 28.2 Ra µm 9.06 

 
Table 1.10 3D and 2D parameters Values from Mountains Map for Red Samples with 20 Sec Coating  
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3D Parameters 2D Parameters 

Height Parameters 

30 Sec 

Coating 

Amplitude parameters - 

Roughness profile 

30 Sec Coating 

Sp µm 26 Rp µm 11.83 

Sv µm 36.9 Rv µm 22.53 

Sz µm 62.9 Rz µm 34.37 

Sa µm 10.1 Rc µm 32.50 

Sxp µm 28 Ra µm 8.86 

 
Table 1.11 3D and 2D parameters Values from Mountains Map for Red Samples with 30 Sec Coating 
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3D Parameters 2D Parameters 

Height Parameters 

40 Sec 

Coating 

Amplitude parameters - 

Roughness profile 

40 Sec Coating 

Sp µm 29.7 Rp µm 11.30 

Sv µm 37 Rv µm 21.97 

Sz µm 66.7 Rz µm 33.27 

Sa µm 10.2 Rc µm 31.67 

Sxp µm 28.6 Ra µm 8.69 

 
Table 1.12 3D and 2D parameters Values from Mountains Map for 40 Sec Coating 
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3D Parameters 2D Parameters 

Height Parameters 

50 Sec 

Coating 

Amplitude parameters - 

Roughness profile 

50 Sec Coating 

Sp µm 24.9 Rp µm 11.60 

Sv µm 34.8 Rv µm 21.37 

Sz µm 59.7 Rz µm 33.00 

Sa µm 9.99 Rc µm 31.30 

Sxp µm 27.5 Ra µm 8.52 

 
Table 1.13 3D and 2D parameters Values from Mountains Map for Red Sample with 50 Sec Coating 
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3D Parameters 2D Parameters 

Height Parameters 

60 Sec 

Coating 

Amplitude parameters - 

Roughness profile 

60 Sec Coating 

Sp µm 25.4 Rp µm 10.73 

Sv µm 33.7 Rv µm 20.60 

Sz µm 59.1 Rz µm 31.33 

Sa µm 9.83 Rc µm 30.13 

Sxp µm 26.8 Ra µm 8.30 

 
Table 1.14 3D and 2D parameters Values from Mountains Map for Red Sample with 60 Sec Coating 
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APPENDIX IV 3D IMAGE FROM MOUTAINS MAP AND 

MEASUREMENT VALUES 
 

1. BLUE SAMPLES [25] 

 

Fig 1.1 3D View of the extracted area from blue boat without coating  

 

Fig 1.2 3D View of the extracted area from blue boat with 10 seconds of coating  

A typical surface without 

coating shows high peak 

values 

 

High peak even 

after threshold 
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Fig 1.3 3D View of the extracted area from blue boat with 20 seconds of coating 

 

Fig 1.4 3D View of the extracted area from blue boat with 30 seconds of coating 
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Fig 1.5 3D View of the extracted area from blue boat with 40 seconds of coating 

 

Fig 1.6 3D View of the extracted area from blue boat with 50 seconds of coating 
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Fig 1.7 3D View of the extracted area from blue boat with 60 seconds of coating 

 

 

2. RED SAMPLES [25] 

 

Fig 2.1 3D View of the extracted area from red boat without coating 

A typical surface without 

coating shows high peak 

values 
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Fig 2.2 3D View of the extracted area from red boat with 10 seconds of coating 

 

Fig 2.3 3D View of the extracted area from red boat with 20 seconds of coating 
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Fig 2.4 3D View of the extracted area from red boat with 30 seconds of coating 

 

Fig 2.5 3D View of the extracted area from red boat with 40 seconds of coating 
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Fig 2.6 3D View of the extracted area from red boat with 50 seconds of coating 

 

Fig 2.7 3D View of the extracted area from red boat with 60 seconds of coating 
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MEASUREMENT VALUES [21][25] 

These are the values that were used for plotting graphs 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4. 

1. BLUE BOAT 3D VALUES  

Area 1: 

 

Coating 

Parameters   Units Without 10 Sec 20 Sec 30 Sec 40 Sec 50 Sec 60 Sec 

Sp µm 3800 2160 27 25 21 18 19 

Sv µm 3910 4510 39 32,3 29 27,1 26 

Sz µm 7700 6670 66 57 50 45 45 

Sa µm 715 86 9 8 8 7,9 8 

Sxp µm 2190 50 23 21 21 20 19 
 

Area 2: 

 

Coating 

 Parameter Units Without 10 Sec 20 Sec 30 Sec 40 Sec 50 Sec 60 Sec 

Sp µm 3670 2180 27 23 21 19 19 

Sv µm 3980 4550 43 34 28 27 26 

Sz µm 7065 6720 69 57 49 46 45 

Sa µm 793 101 9 8 8 8 8 

Sxp µm 2260 61 23 21 20 20 20 
 

Area 3: 

 

Coating 

 Parameters Units Without 10 Sec 20 Sec 30 Sec 40 Sec 50 Sec 60 Sec 

Sp µm 3590 2390 27 24 22 19 19 

Sv µm 3730 4850 44 39 31 28 26 

Sz µm 7320 7240 71 63 52 47 46 

Sa µm 866 146 9 8 8 8 8 

Sxp µm 2320 333 23 21 20 20 20 
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Average Values: 

 

Coating 

Parameters   Units Without 10 Sec 20 Sec 30 Sec 40 Sec 50 Sec 60 Sec 

Sp µm 3687 2243 27 24 21 19 19 

Sv µm 3873 4637 42 35 29 27 26 

Sz µm 7362 6877 69 59 51 46 45 

Sa µm 791 111 9 8 8 8 8 

Sxp µm 2257 148 23 21 20 20 20 

 

Standard Deviation: 

 

Coating 

 Parameters Units Without 10 Sec 20 Sec 30 Sec 40 Sec 50 Sec 60 Sec 

Sp µm 106,0 127,4 0,3 0,7 0,4 0,4 0,3 

Sv µm 129,0 185,8 2,3 3,4 1,3 0,8 0,1 

Sz µm 319,5 315,6 2,2 3,2 1,6 1,0 0,3 

Sa µm 75,5 31,2 0,1 0,0 0,1 0,1 0,0 

Sxp µm 65,1 160,3 0,1 0,3 0,3 0,3 0,1 

 

2. Blue Boat 2D Values 

Area 1: 

 

Coating 

 Parameters  Units Without 10 sec 20 sec  30 Sec  40 Sec 50 Sec  60 Sec 

Rp µm 435 141 13,8 12 10,8 10 9,82 

Rv µm 627 131 21,4 19,6 18,1 16,5 16,9 

Rz µm 1060 272 35,2 31,6 28,9 26,5 26,8 

Rc µm 1070 1180 30,5 29,3 27,3 25,3 25,9 

Ra µm 228 54,6 8,83 8,4 7,88 7,16 7,44 
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Area 2: 

 

Coating 

 Parameters Units Without 10 sec 20 sec  30 Sec  40 Sec 50 Sec  60 Sec 

Rp µm 1090 125 13 12 10 10 9 

Rv µm 1510 117 20 18 16 16 16 

Rz µm 2600 243 34 29 26 26 25 

Rc µm 2990 3230 30 27 25 25 24 

Ra µm 674 47 8 8 7 7 7 

 

Area 3: 

 

Coating 

 Parameters  Units Without 10 sec 20 sec  30 Sec  40 Sec 50 Sec  60 Sec 

Rp µm 554 99 12 11 10 9 9 

Rv µm 622 120 19 16 15 15 16 

Rz µm 1180 160 31 27 25 24 25 

Rc µm 3320 568 28 25 24 23 23 

Ra µm 261 33 8 7 7 7 7 

 

Average Values: 

 

Coating Side Average 

 Parameters  Units 20 sec  30 Sec  40 Sec 50 Sec  60 Sec 

Side 1 

Avg 

Side 2 

Avg 

Rp µm 13 11 10 10 9 9 10 

Rv µm 20 18 16 16 16 22 24 

Rz µm 33 29 27 25 25 32 34 

Rc µm 29 27 25 24 24 31 33 

Ra µm 8 8 7 7 7 8 8 
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Standard Deviation Values: 

 

Coating Side Average 

 Parameters  Units 20 Sec 30 sec 40 sec 50 sec 60 Sec 

Side 1 

Avg 

Side 2 

Avg 

Rp µm 1,1 0,7 0,5 0,5 0,4 0,3 0,2 

Rv µm 1,1 1,7 1,5 0,9 0,8 0,4 0,5 

Rz µm 2,1 2,4 2,0 1,4 1,2 0,5 0,7 

Rc µm 1,2 2,1 1,9 1,2 1,3 0,4 0,7 

Ra µm 0,5 0,6 0,6 0,2 0,4 0,1 0,2 

 

3. Red Boat 3D Values 

Area 1: 

 

Coating 

 Parameters Units Without 10 Sec 20 Sec 30 Sec 40 Sec 50 Sec 60 Sec 

Sp µm 2480 56 38 33 27 27 23 

Sv µm 3840 119 64 49 47 47 33 

Sz µm 6320 175 102 82 74 74 57 

Sa µm 421 12 11 11 10 10 10 

Sxp µm 1930 31 30 29 28 27 26 

 

Area 2: 

 

Coating 

 Parameters Units Without 10 Sec 20 Sec 30 Sec 40 Sec 50 Sec 60 Sec 

Sp µm 2650 57 40 31 28 27 24 

Sv µm 3810 126 66 50 45 45 35 

Sz µm 6470 183 106 81 73 72 58 

Sa µm 474 12 11 11 10 10 10 

Sxp µm 2000 32 31 29 29 27 27 
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Area 3: 

 

Coating 

 Parameters Units Without 10 Sec 20 Sec 30 Sec 40 Sec 50 Sec 60 Sec 

Sp µm 2720 55 42 30 28 26 23 

Sv µm 3980 118 67 46 67 45 32 

Sz µm 6700 174 108 95 76 71 55 

Sa µm 445 12 11 10 10 10 10 

Sxp µm 2160 30 29 28 27 26 25 

 

Average Values: 

 

Coating 

Parameters  Units Without 10 Sec 20 Sec 30 Sec 40 Sec 50 Sec 60 Sec 

Sp µm 2617 56 40 31 28 26 23 

Sv µm 3877 121 65 48 53 46 33 

Sz µm 6497 177 105 86 74 72 57 

Sa µm 447 12 11 11 10 10 10 

Sxp µm 2030 31 30 29 28 27 26 

 

Standard Deviation: 

 

Coating 

 Parameters Units Without 10 Sec 20 Sec 30 Sec 40 Sec 50 Sec 60 Sec 

Sp µm 123,4 0,8 1,8 1,3 0,6 0,6 0,4 

Sv µm 90,7 4,4 1,6 2,2 12,3 0,9 1,1 

Sz µm 191,4 4,9 3,1 8,0 1,7 1,3 1,5 

Sa µm 26,5 0,2 0,2 0,2 0,2 0,2 0,1 

Sxp µm 117,9 1,3 1,0 0,8 0,8 0,8 0,7 
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4. Red Boat 2D Values [21][25] 

Area 1: 

 Coating 

 Parameters Units Without 10 Sec  20 Sec 30 Sec 40 Sec 50 Sec 60 Sec 

Rp µm 937 16 13 12 12 11 11 

Rv µm 1010 26 26 24 22 23 22 

Rz µm 1950 42 39 36 34 34 33 

Rc µm 3510 37 36 34 33 33 32 

Ra µm 411 10 10 9 9 9 9 

 

Area 2: 

 

Coating 

 Parameters  Units Without 10 Sec  20 Sec 30 Sec 40 Sec 50 Sec 60 Sec 

Rp µm 910 16 12 12 11 13 11 

Rv µm 968 23 23 23 22 22 21 

Rz µm 1880 39 35 35 33 35 32 

Rc µm 3540 36 33 33 32 33 31 

Ra µm 400 10 9 9 9 9 9 

 

Area 3: 

 

Coating 

 Parameters  Units Without 10 Sec  20 Sec 30 Sec 40 Sec 50 Sec 60 Sec 

Rp µm 590 17 12 12 12 10 10 

Rv µm 619 22 20 21 22 19 19 

Rz µm 1210 38 32 33 33 29 29 

Rc µm 2890 36 30 30 31 28 28 

Ra µm 247 9 8 8 8 8 8 
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Average Area: 

 

Coating Side Average 

 Parameters  Units 20 Sec 30 Sec 40 Sec 50 Sec 60 Sec 

Side1  

Avg. 

Side 2 

Avg. 

Rp µm 12 12 11 12 11 10 11 

Rv µm 23 23 22 21 21 24 22 

Rz µm 35 34 33 33 31 34 32 

Rc µm 33 33 32 31 30 33 31 

Ra µm 9 9 9 9 8 8 9 

 

Standard Deviation: 

 

Coating Side Average 

 Parameters Units 20 sec 30 Sec 40 Sec 50 Sec 60 Sec 

Side 1 

Avg 

Side 2 

Avg 

Rp µm 0,8 0,3 0,3 1,4 0,5 0,5 0,5 

Rv µm 2,6 2,0 0,4 2,2 1,4 0,8 0,8 

Rz µm 3,4 1,7 0,6 3,3 1,9 1,2 1,0 

Rc µm 2,8 2,5 1,0 2,9 1,9 0,8 0,9 

Ra µm 0,7 0,5 0,3 0,5 0,5 0,1 0,2 
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APPENDIX V SPRAY PAINTING SETUP 

[21] 

i. Mixing the TiO2 powder with the recommended amount of alcohol (1ml: 15ml) in 

a spray bottle. 

 

 

                                      Figure .11ml Table Spoon           Figure .2 15ml Table spoon 

 

                                              

Figure .3 Fin Sprit                                                          Figure .4 Titanium Oxide Powder 

The ratio was 1:15 ml, so three times 1 ml table spoon of Titanium Oxide powder and 

three times 15ml table spoon of fin sprit mixed together in spray bottle. Figure 1, 2, 3, 4 

shows the figure of table spoons and the fin sprit used to mix with coating powder 

respectively. 
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ii. Fix the pressure head to the air supply and filter to the main spray head. 

The spray head should be attached to filter and then the pressure controller is 

connected to the main air supply with a pressure of 4 bars. Then the spray head and pressure 

controller is connected. For cleaning the spray head, a trail run with the only fin sprit in the 

spray bottle and flush the dusts out of the spray head.  

           

   Figure .5 Pressure controller.                                Figure .6 Spray head with filter. 

iii. Spraying the defects  

After the trail run for cleaning the spray head, the spray bottle with the spray bottle 

with coating liquid is attached to it. After that in uniform motion from left to right and vice 

versa the liquid is coated. Figure 7 shows the arrangement of the spray head with the spray 

bottle containing the coating material and the figure 8 shows the holding position that were 

maintained while the coating was done.  

 

                        

Figure .7 Spray head with spray bottle of coating.  Figure .8 Holding position of the spraying head and the object. 
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